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There are several traditional theories that are seriously challenged by the new set of rules that
has evolved as a result of the GSC drive band concept. Straight and deep penetration is a given,
shot after shot. All bullets will deflect but GSC will be more likely to hit closer to the point of
aim. See the Load Data page for more information. By contrast, weight retention at extreme
speed is good. Even if an animal moves unexpectedly as the shot breaks, the point of impact
will be closer to the mark. Twist Rate Specification. HV Technical Specification. History Quality
Control. GSC is still the technology leader with more features than any other bullet. HV Bullets
are best because the learning curve never flattens and we have a head start. A 40 grain HV
bullet was tested in a Remington. At a pressure level of Mpa, which is 48 Mpa below the CIP
maximum, a velocity of fps was achieved. A grain HV bullet from a Winchester barrel, exceeded
previously accepted maximums by more than fps. A comparative test done with identical
components, under strict laboratory conditions, with two popular competitive grain 30 caliber
bullets versus the GS Custom HV, confirmed that higher speeds can be achieved with HV
bullets than any other type. Loading GS Custom bullets, seated against the lands of the barrel,
did not raise pressure levels as is the case with conventional bullets. Velocity consistency as a
result of uniform quality, was significantly above the industry average and comparable to the
best target and bench rest bullets. The result is a range of bullets with ballistic coefficients
comparable to the heavier bullets, but with the speed advantage of lighter bullets. The HV
designs are refined to give reliable terminal performance over a wider velocity range with the
best balance between expansion and weight retention. With GSC expanding bullets you are
given the widest possible window. Having said all this, as well as all the information on the
other HV pages, bear in mind that there is no such thing as the magic bullet. All we can promise
is that, if you place the bullet properly, GS Custom HV bullets will give you the best possible
shot. More accurate. More consistent. Most reliable. GS Custom Bullets are precision designed
monometal bullets for the discerning reloader of sporting ammunition. Our line-up currently
includes bullets for hunting expanding as well as solids , bench rest, extreme range, obsolete
calibres and custom made experimental bullets. We are continually adding to the line-up, so if
you don't find what you want, your suggestions for further additions are most welcome. Contact
Us. We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of data in this site, but will not be responsible
for any application thereof, due to the large number of variables possible. Please always ensure
that you follow safe reloading methods. If you are in doubt about something, contact us on our
24 hour help-line. Always double check your data. Remember that there is no such thing as a
stupid question - only stupid mistakes. Invest in a good chronograph. Many questions about
our new technology are dealt with in our FAQ and Articles sections and further technical help is
available by e-mail from the designer and originator of the HV concept, Gerard Schultz. We will
appreciate it if you would please check if your question has been covered in our FAQ section
before sending e-mail. Due to the volume of e-mail received, questions that are not covered in
FAQ will be given priority. These bullets are used by hunters on several continents, hunting
from the smallest of antelope to the largest of dangerous game, using the smooth HP bullet, as
well as the more popular HV, FN and SP bullets with the patented drive band concept. GSC
bullets are configured for the highest possible ballistic coefficients. SP bullets are mainly used
for sport shooting. All GS Custom Bullets are coated. Now that the holidays are over, we are
looking forward to getting back to work. Over the last year, many changes have taken place in
our society and in the shooting sports community. We are all looking forward to the end of the
Covid nightmare and a return to some sense of normalcy. In the shooting community, we have
also experienced big changes: all-time highs in gun sales, millions of new shooters,
ammunition shortages, and threats to the Second Amendment. As responsible gun owners,
there are several things that we can do to ensure that you and your firearm are prepared to
safely and effectively use it throughout the future. We at GS Custom are ready to assist you with
these efforts. We can help you by providing products and services for the following
requirements. Call us at We have been letting you know for quite a while now that consignment
gun sales have been keeping pace with the record high national gun sales. GS Custom has
consistently been accepting and selling gently used firearms. These are quality items and would
be a great addition to any collection. Current inventory includes several Colt semi-automatic
pistols and revolvers in excellent condition. We also have other highly desirable firearms. The
Gold Cup is a series 70 manufactured in This highly prized firearm has been treated with tender
loving care and would make a great addition to any firearm collection. If interested, act quickly
because they will be in inventory long. See all of the consignment firearms HERE. There is an
unprecedented demand for firearms and ammunition caused by the pandemic, racial strife,
political gun control statements, releasing prisoners, and police cuts. This demand has caused
a significant disruption in the supply chain for ammunition components. Our stock is running
low on several calibers. For other ammunition, we are out of stock as soon as we produce

everything we can. Please call before traveling to our shop to save yourself the aggravation of
not being able to get what you need. Thank you for understanding the situation. If you have a
pistol, in good or better condition, that you would like to sell, now is a great time. Quality
firearms are in high demand. Moreover, the market for used handguns is especially strong. Now
would be an excellent opportunity to sell that handgun. That forgotten one in the back of the
gun safe. Selling it is very straight forward. Just bring it to the shop. We will check it over and
go through the consignment process. Together we will agree on the fair market value for the
gun. Finally, we will photograph it and advertise it on our website. When it sells, we take care of
the transfer to the new owner. If you have any questions, call Gary at The news has been
reporting record gun sales for months which means that there are record numbers of new gun
owners. As a new or current gun owner, you have a duty to learn how to use your firearm
responsibly and safely. Moreover, everyone in the household should be trained. Gary, the owner
of GS Custom, has been training gun owners at every level of shooting experience for decades.
It is important that you feel comfortable and confident using your firearm or any firearm. The
classes are customized for your individual needs. You may choose to include family members if
you wish. Please call Gary at to arrange for your training now. Online gun sales are very popular
and the transaction is easily completed, but it requires an FFL Transfer. GS Custom will transfer
up to 3 firearms to you on the same ATF form , Please note: by federal law we can not accept
transfers from private individuals. Just complete our online FFL Transfer request form and we
will take care of everything else. The selling dealer will supply you with a tracking number so
that you will be aware of when your shipment arrives at GS Custom. It is extremely important
that you use the FFL Transfer Form to ensure that we can continue to offer this service at this
very low price. When completed, it contains all the appropriate information for a proper transfer
and ensures instant communication with the selling vendor. Your goal of making sure that your
pistols, rifles, and shotguns are reliable and accurate requires periodic deep cleaning,
lubrication, and maintenance. Moreover, inspection by a qualified gunsmith helps ensure your
firearms last a lifetime. Since the time of our founders, gun owners have known the importance
of keeping their firearms in good repair and in operational readiness. GS Custom can clean,
inspect, and repair your firearm. Of course, we can also install and fit accessories such a sights,
lasers, stocks, threaded barrels, and improved triggers. Please contact us now as gunsmith
requests increase as we go into the fall season. Can we fix it? Yes, we can! Do you have a
firearm that needs some minor tweaks, a major repair, a thorough cleaning, and inspection, or
maybe a new accessory or two? Now is the time to bring it in to have the work completed. With
over 35 years of experience building and repairing firearms, you can bring your firearm to us
with confidence that we will take care of it for you. GS Custom offers firearms for sale in three
different categories:. To see the firearms available in the shop, click on the links below:. We
have the right gun for all your firearms needs. Our consignment cases have a full range of
pistols, rifles, and shotguns. There are firearms from all the top manufacturers. Also, we can
supply factory new firearms from our distributor network. To check the firearms now available
in the consignment and custom firearms inventories, click on the links above. If you have a
particular factory new firearm in mind, we can supply it from our distributor network. Call us to
discuss your needs â€” Our consignment firearms team continues to received estate gun
collections. The collections include revolvers, semi-autos, shotguns, and rifles. Several of the
items include extras like magazines, ammunition, tools, spare barrels, and the original box and
paperwork. Some are even unfired, new in the box. Further, these collections include guns from
the top firearms makers such as:. These firearms speak for themselves. In fact, some of them
get adopted before we can add them to the online catalog. Moreover, consignment firearms give
both the buyer and the seller a fair price for a quality item. Stop in the shop and take a look at
the great pistols, rifles, and shotguns in the consignment case. Once you have been at an
activity for a while, you learn what equipment and techniques work best for you. As you gain
experience, you appreciate how the functions and features of better equipment can add to your
performance and the achievement of personal goals. GS Custom creates custom firearms that
deliver the accuracy, reliability, and finely tuned and fitted components you need to continue to
develop your shooting skills. Installing and fitting industry-leading, top of the line parts produce
a firearm that will be serviceable for gene
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rations to come. We create the custom guns in stainless steel or a midnight blued finish. You
can also ask for stainless steel with blued accents or a blued finish with stainless steel accents.
We supply either VZ Grips of your choice or the factory standard grips. We built our custom

firearms on the classic platform in five different calibers: 9 MM. Check out the complete list
HERE. We are producing a full line of premium remanufactured ammunition in all major pistol
and rifle calibers in both FMJ and JHP. Competitive shooters, hunters, and shooting enthusiasts
at all levels use both our production and custom ammunition. Stop in the store today to stock
up on your favorite calibers. If you have custom requirements, please call us at For questions
about ammo availability or any of the other firearms-related services we offer, please call us at
Directions To The Store. Glock Stevens Marlin Greenfield. Mossberg ATR. Keltec P Colt Python.
Colt King Cobra. Springfield Armory Custom. Ithaca

